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WASHINGTON — Nobel Peace Prize honoree Mother Teresa, legendary actress Katharine Hepburn,
Negro Leagues Baseball and Cowboys of the Silver Screen are among the subjects headlining the
2010 stamp program, the U.S. Postal Service announced today.
In addition, consumers get much-needed assistance in sending greeting cards: the first stamp
designed especially for oversized or odd-sized cards. On May 17, the Postal Service will issue the
Monarch butterfly stamp for use on cards that require additional postage. An illustration of a generic
butterfly will be depicted on cards or envelopes to remind customers to buy the new Monarch butterfly
stamp. Click here for more information.

Mother Teresa
With this stamp, the U.S. Postal Service recognizes Mother Teresa, who received the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1979 for her humanitarian work. Noted for her compassion
toward the poor and suffering, Mother Teresa, a diminutive Roman Catholic nun and
honorary U.S. citizen, served the sick and destitute of India and the world for nearly
50 years. Her humility and compassion, as well as her respect for the innate worth
and dignity of humankind, inspired people of all ages and backgrounds to work on
behalf of the world’s poorest populations.
Mother Teresa, an ethnic Albanian, was born Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu on Aug. 26,
1910, in Skopje in what is now the Republic of Macedonia. Drawn to the religious life
as a young girl, she left her home at the age of 18 to serve as a Roman Catholic
missionary in India. “By then I realized my vocation was towards the poor,” she later said. “From then
on, I have never had the least doubt of my decision.” Having adopted the name of Sister Mary Teresa,
she arrived in India in 1929 and underwent initial training in religious life at a convent in Darjeeling,
north of Calcutta. Two years later, she took temporary vows as a nun before transferring to a convent
in Calcutta. She became known as Mother Teresa in 1937, when she took her final vows.
Following a divine inspiration and deeply moved by the poverty and suffering she saw in the streets of
Calcutta, Mother Teresa left her teaching post at the convent in 1948 to devote herself completely to
the city’s indigent residents. Two years later, she founded her own congregation, the Missionaries of
Charity. Like Mother Teresa, the nuns of the new order wore white saris with a blue border rather than
traditional nuns’ habits. In addition to the traditional vows of chastity, obedience, and poverty, they
took a fourth vow of wholehearted free service to the poorest of the poor. “In order to understand and
help those who have nothing,” Mother Teresa told the young women, “we must live like them.”
When Mother Teresa accepted the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize—one of her numerous honors and
distinctions—she did so “in the name of the poor, the hungry, the sick and the lonely,” and convinced
the organizers to donate to the needy the money normally used to fund the awards banquet. Well
respected worldwide, she successfully urged many of the world’s business and political leaders to give
their time and resources to help those in need. President Ronald Reagan presented Mother Teresa with
the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1985, the same year she began work on behalf of AIDS sufferers
in the U.S. and other countries. In 1997, Congress awarded Mother Teresa the Congressional Gold
Medal for her “outstanding and enduring contributions through humanitarian and charitable activities.”
Mother Teresa died in Calcutta on September 5, 1997, and is buried there. She had been a citizen of
India since 1948.
In 1996, President Bill Clinton and the U.S. Congress awarded Mother Teresa honorary U.S.
citizenship. As of February 2009, the honor has only been bestowed on five others. Winston Churchill
received it in 1963, Raoul Wallenberg in 1981, William Penn and Hannah Callowhill Penn in 1984, and
the Marquis de Lafayette in 2002. With the exception of Hannah Callowhill Penn, each of these figures
has also appeared on a U.S. postage stamp: the Marquis de Lafayette four times (1952, 1957, 1976,
and 1977), William Penn in 1932, Churchill in 1965, and Wallenberg in 1997.
The stamp features a portrait of Mother Teresa painted by award-winning artist Thomas Blackshear II
of Colorado Springs, CO.

Katharine Hepburn
This issuance in the Legends of Hollywood series honors Katharine Hepburn, one of
America’s most fascinating and enduring film stars. This stamp will be issued May
12. Over the course of her career, Hepburn made more than 40 motion pictures,
including the comedy classic Bringing up Baby (1938)—with Hepburn as a leopardowning heiress and Cary Grant as a stuffy paleontologist—and The African Queen
(1951), in which she played a prim missionary spinster to Humphrey Bogart’s scruffy
riverboat captain. Hepburn’s long, illustrious career—and perhaps even more, her
independent personality—inspired three generations of Americans. She was, in
particular, a role model for women who chose to live life on their own terms. In the
words of her niece Katharine Houghton, she “provided hope and inspiration and
courage for a whole new generation of women.” The stamp portrait is a publicity still
from the film Woman of the Year (MGM, 1942). The photographer was Clarence S. Bull. The selvage
image shows Hepburn as she appeared in the play West Side Waltz.

Vancouver 2010 Olympic Winter Games
With this stamp featuring an illustration of a snowboarder, the Postal Service
continues its tradition of honoring the spirit of athleticism and international unity
inspired by the Olympic Games. The stamp will be issued Jan. 22 to coincide with the
XXI Olympic Winter Games, which will be held Feb. 12-28 in Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada. Illustrator Steve McCracken captures the thrill of one Olympic
sport by portraying an airborne snowboarder against the backdrop of a snow-capped
mountain.

Lunar New Year
On Jan. 14, the U.S. Postal Service will issue the third of 12 stamps in its
Celebrating Lunar New Year series, which began in 2008 with the Year of the
Rat. The Year of the Tiger begins on Feb. 14 and ends on Feb. 2, 2011. The
44-cent stamp will go on sale nationwide Jan. 14 and be dedicated at the El
Pueblo Historic Monument in Old Chinatown in Los Angeles.
Art director Ethel Kessler worked on the new series with illustrator Kam Mak, an artist who grew up in
New York City’s Chinatown and now lives in Brooklyn. They decided to focus on some of the common
ways the Lunar New Year Holiday is celebrated. To commemorate the Year of the Tiger, they chose
narcissus flowers, considered auspicious at any time of year and thus especially appropriate at this
time of renewed hope for the future. “Being a Chinese American and having celebrated Lunar New
Year all his life,” Kessler says, “Kam is uniquely able to show how this holiday is observed in America.”
The illustration was originally created using oil paints on a fiberboard panel.
The Lunar New Year is celebrated primarily by people of Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, Tibetan, and
Mongolian heritage in many parts of the world. Parades, parties, and other special events are
common. Images associated with some of these widespread customs are depicted in the Celebrating
Lunar New Year series.

Mackinac Bridge
The U.S. Postal Service honors the Mackinac Bridge in Michigan as the subject of
its 2010 Priority Mail stamp, which goes on sale Feb. 3. The bridge, nicknamed
“Mighty Mac,” connects the two peninsulas of Michigan.
The longest suspension bridge in the Western Hemisphere, the Mackinac extends from Mackinaw City
at the south end to St. Ignace on the north side. Opened in 1957, the Mackinac Bridge cost nearly 100
million dollars and took over three years to complete. The sturdy five-mile bridge is designed to
support 38,486 tons and can move up to 35 feet in high winds.
Artist Dan Cosgrove used several panoramic photographs of the Mackinac Bridge to create the stamp
artwork, which features seagulls flying around the two towers and a large ship passing underneath.
This is one of several designs that the artist has produced for the U.S. Postal Service.

Distinguished Sailors
With the issuance of the Distinguished Sailors stamps in February
2010, the U.S. Postal Service honors four sailors who served with
bravery and distinction during the 20th century: William S. Sims,
Arleigh A. Burke, John McCloy, and Doris Miller.
WILLIAM S. SIMS
Commander of U.S. naval forces in European waters during World
War I, William S. Sims (1858-1936) was an outspoken reformer and
innovator who helped shape the Navy into a modern fighting force.
Sims continued to write and lecture about naval reform until his death in 1936, at which time the New
York Herald Tribune declared that he had “influenced our naval course more than any man who ever
wore the uniform.” The Navy has named three destroyers after Sims. The most recent, USS W. S.
Sims (DE-1059), was commissioned in 1970.
The William S. Sims stamp features a detail from a photograph of Sims (1919). Beside the photograph
is a depiction of the crest of the destroyer escort USS W. S. Sims (DE-1059), which was commissioned
in 1970.
ARLEIGH A. BURKE
After serving as one of the top destroyer squadron commanders of World War II, Arleigh A. Burke
(1901-1996) had an equally distinguished postwar career in which he played a major role in
modernizing the Navy and guiding its response to the Cold War.
When Burke died in 1996, he was hailed as a “sailor’s sailor” who defined what it meant to be a naval
officer: “relentless in combat, resourceful in command, and revered by his crews.”
The Arleigh A. Burke stamp features a detail from a photograph of Burke (1951). Beside the
photograph is a depiction of the crest of the guided missile destroyer USS Arleigh Burke (DDG-51),
which was commissioned in 1991.

JOHN McCLOY
Described by a shipmate as “like a bull” who couldn’t be stopped, John McCloy (1876-1945) has the
distinction of being one of the few men in the nation’s history to earn two Medals of Honor for
separate acts of heroism.
McCloy retired from active duty in 1928 after a thirty-year career in the Navy and “a lifetime of service
on all the seven seas,” as the Kansas City Star put it. His service record notes that in 1942 he was
advanced on the retired list to lieutenant commander after being “specially commended by the
Secretary of the Navy for performance of duty in actual combat.” McCloy died in 1945. In 1963, the
Navy commissioned a destroyer escort, USS McCloy (DE-1038), which was named in his honor.
The John McCloy stamp features a detail from a photograph of McCloy (circa 1920). Beside the
photograph is a depiction of the crest of the destroyer escort, USS McCloy (DE-1038), which was
commissioned in 1963.
DORIS MILLER
The first African American hero of World War II, Doris Miller (1919-1943) became an inspiration to
generations of Americans for his actions at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941.
Although he was only the first of a number of African Americans to be recognized for their heroism in
World War II, Miller is singularly remembered for providing inspiration to a campaign for equal
recognition and opportunity for Blacks in the military, a campaign that bore fruit in 1948 when
President Truman ordered “that there shall be equality and opportunity for all persons in the armed
forces.”
The Doris Miller stamp features a detail from a photograph of Miller (1942). Beside the photograph is a
depiction of the crest of the destroyer escort USS Miller (DE-1091), which was commissioned in 1973.

Bixby Creek Bridge
The U.S. Postal Service honors the Bixby Creek Bridge in California as the subject of
its 2010 Express Mail stamp, which goes on sale nationwide Feb. 3. This bridge was
one of the seven classic concrete-arch bridges that eased the way for recreational
and commercial travel in California along the Big Sur coast by way of the Carmel-San
Simeon Highway, now known as State Highway Route 1.
Located about 13 miles south of Carmel, the Bixby Creek Bridge is one of the country’s highest singlespan, concrete-arch bridges, crossing 260 feet above the Bixby Creek and Canyon. This two-lane, 714
foot long bridge with an arch span of 330 feet and a view of the Pacific Ocean is considered by many to
be one of the most iconic structures in California and a prominent landmark on this popular segment of
Highway 1.
Dedicated in 1932, the Bixby Creek Bridge was named after Charlie Bixby, an early settler in the area.
Retrofitting was completed in 2000 to protect it from earthquake damage.
This Express Mail stamp features a color digital illustration of Bixby Creek Bridge in California, by Dan
Cosgrove of Clarendon Hills, Illinois. With this issuance the U.S. Postal Service pays tribute to the
elegance and craftsmanship of this historic bridge on the Big Sur Coast Highway.

Bill Mauldin
With this stamp, the U.S. Postal Service honors Bill Mauldin, one of America’s
favorite cartoonists. During World War II, military readers got a knowing laugh
from Mauldin’s characters Willie and Joe, who gave their civilian audience an
idea of what life was like for soldiers. After the war, Mauldin became a popular
and influential editorial cartoonist. The stamp goes on sale in March.
In 1945, he won a Pulitzer Prize “for distinguished service as a cartoonist” and the Allied high command
awarded him its Legion of Merit. His illustrated memoir, Up Front, was a bestseller. That same year, his
“dogface” Willie appeared on the cover of Time.
U.S. Postal Service art director Terry McCaffrey chose to honor Mauldin through a combination of
photography and an example of Mauldin’s art. The photo of Bill Mauldin is by John Phillips, a
photographer for Life magazine; it was taken in Italy on December 31, 1943. Mauldin’s cartoon, showing
his characters Willie and Joe, is used courtesy of the 45th Infantry Division Museum in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.

Abstract Expressionists
With this stamp pane, the U.S. Postal Service
honors the artistic innovations and achievements
of 10 abstract expressionists, a group of artists
who revolutionized art during the 1940s and
1950s and moved the U.S. to the forefront of the
international art scene for the first time. The
stamps go on sale March 11.
Abstract expressionism refers to a large body of
work that comprised radically different styles,
from still, luminescent fields of color to vigorous,
almost violent, slashes of paint. In celebration of
the abstract expressionist artists of the 20th
century, art director Ethel Kessler and noted art
historian Jonathan Fineberg (Gutgsell Professor
of Art History, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign) selected ten paintings to feature on this colorful pane of self-adhesive stamps. Kessler
used elements from Barnett Newman’s Achilles (1952) to frame the stamps. The arrangement of the
stamps suggests paintings hanging on a gallery wall. For design purposes the sizes of the stamps are
not in relative proportion to the paintings.

Flags of Our Nation (Set 4)

In 2010, the U.S. Postal Service continues its Flags of Our Nation series with 10 more stamp designs
that feature the Stars and Stripes plus the states of Montana through North Dakota. The stamps will
go on sale in April.
In addition to the flag art, each stamp design includes artwork that provides a “snapshot view” of the
state or other area represented by a particular flag. In most cases, an everyday scene or activity is
shown, but occasionally the view is of something less commonplace—rare wildlife, perhaps, or a
stunning vista. Unlike some previous multi-stamp issuances, this series is not limited to official
animals, flowers, or products, nor is it meant to showcase well-known buildings, landmarks, or
monuments.
“Snapshot” art for the Stars and Stripes stamps was inspired by the opening lines of “America the
Beautiful,” written by Katharine Lee Bates (1859-1929). The 2010 design features “purple mountain
majesties.”
Artist Tom Engeman, a resident of Bethany Beach, Delaware, created the highly detailed flag portraits
and snap show views on the stamps. Over the years, the artist’s colorful and imaginative designs have
appeared on many Postal Service products, including the National World War II Memorial stamp
(2004) and the nation’s first Forever stamp (2007).

Cowboys of the Silver Screen
With the issuance of the “Cowboys of the Silver Screen” stamps, the U.S.
Postal Service honors four extraordinary performers who helped make the
American Western a popular form of entertainment. Film stars from the
silent era through the singing era are featured on the stamps: William S.
Hart, Tom Mix, Gene Autry, and Roy Rogers. The stamps go on sale April
17.
William S. Hart
William S. Hart (1864-1946) brought a powerful presence and serious
approach to early Westerns. Tall and trim, with acting skills honed by years
of experience on the New York stage and in productions across the
country, Hart became one of the most popular leading men of the silent
film era. In his movies, the actor insisted on authentic depictions of the Old West and its people, from
their clothes to their lifestyles and complex personalities. He frequently played the stalwart, tough-asnails cowboy, and his favorite horse was a brown and white pinto named Fritz.

The stamp art is by freelance illustrator Robert Rodriguez, whose work has been featured on more
than a dozen previous stamps. Rodriguez based his portrait of William S. Hart on a likeness of the
actor that appeared on a poster for the epic film Tumbleweeds (1925).
Tom Mix
Tom Mix (1880-1940) was one of the most celebrated Western film stars of the 1920s. He wowed
movie crowds and live audiences alike with his daredevil riding, expert rope handling, unerring
marksmanship, and rugged good looks. He also served as a role model for a generation of
schoolchildren, maintaining a wholesome screen persona that involved “no cussin’ and no drinkin’” by
his characters. A legend in his own time, Mix wore oversize Stetsons, fancy suits, and handmade
Texas boots with engraved silver spurs. He rode “Tony, the wonder horse,” who also became an
audience favorite.
The stamp art is by freelance illustrator Robert Rodriguez, whose work has been featured on more
than a dozen previous stamps. Rodriguez based his portrait of Tom Mix on a likeness of the actor that
appeared on the Cupid’s Round Up (1918) movie poster.
Gene Autry
For more than two decades, Gene Autry (1907-1998) entertained movie audiences and won the hearts
of millions of fans with his distinctive singing style and easygoing personality. His sorrel-colored horse,
Champion, often played a major role in his films, as did frequent sidekicks Smiley Burnette and Pat
Buttram. Aside from being one of the most admired cowboys to ever appear on the silver screen,
Autry left behind a legacy that includes many hit records, a long-running radio show, and a successful
television series.
The stamp art is by freelance illustrator Robert Rodriguez, whose work has been featured on more
than a dozen previous stamps. Rodriguez based his portrait of Gene Autry on a likeness of the actor
that appeared on a poster for the film Gold Mine in the Sky (1938).
Roy Rogers
Roy Rogers (1911-1998) was a silver screen cowboy who sang his way to stardom. He always played
the Western hero, with a warm smile, good character, and strong values. Although he found great
success in show business—beginning with his first starring role, in a 1938 film—his modest roots kept
him a down-to-earth country boy that Americans couldn’t help but admire. For decades, children
across the country aspired to be like him and tried to live by the Roy Rogers code of conduct, which
stated that boys and girls should “be neat and clean” and “always obey their parents.”
The stamp art is by freelance illustrator Robert Rodriguez, whose work has been featured on more
than a dozen previous stamps. Rodriguez based his portrait of Roy Rogers on a selection of vintage
Rogers materials.

Love: Pansies in a Basket
The U.S. Postal Service’s 2010 Love stamp will feature a white woven basket
brimming with purple pansies. Vivid colors, velvety petals, and intriguing “faces”
have long made pansies a favorite flower of gardeners and artists. Cards and
stamps depicting these graceful blossoms convey sentiments of appreciation,
affection, and love. The stamps will go on sale in April or May.
The Postal Service began issuing its popular Love stamps in 1973. Over the years these stamps have
featured a wide variety of designs, including heart motifs, colorful flowers, and the word “LOVE” itself.
The 2010 Love stamp features the image of a white woven cart filled with deep and light purple pansies
and green foliage. The floral design is a detail from a watercolor created by the late Dorothy Maienschein,
an employee of Hallmark Cards, Inc. Introduced as a Mother’s Day card in 1939, Hallmark reissued the
design as a friendship card in 1941. Since Hallmark began tracking sales in 1942, almost 30 million cards
with this pansy cart design have been purchased—more than any card in history. The word “LOVE”
adorns the left side of the stamp.
The single design will be issued as a pane of twenty stamps.

Kate Smith
With this 2010 stamp, the U.S. Postal Service honors Kate Smith (1907-1986), the
celebrated singer and entertainer whose signature song, “God Bless America”,
has been called America’s unofficial national anthem. The stamp will go on sale May 1.
In a career that spanned almost five decades, Smith recorded nearly 600 songs. At
least 20 of her records sold more than a million copies, including three religious albums.
The stamp art duplicates artwork created for the cover of a CD titled, “Kate Smith: The
Songbird of the South.” The artwork was based on a photograph of Smith taken in
the 1960s.

Monarch Butterfly
On May 17, the Postal Service will issue a monarch stamp, the first butterfly
stamp design that will be issued for use on large-size greeting cards. Many cards
that require the additional postage will carry an outline of a generic butterfly to
suggest to customers that they may want to buy the new butterfly stamp. The
Monarch stamps will be published as a pane of 20.
Nationally acclaimed artist Tom Engeman used images of mounted butterflies to
inspire the stamp art he created by computer. The result is a highly stylized,
simplified image of a monarch--more the illusion of the butterfly than an exact replica.
Engeman, of Bethany Beach, DE has designed a long list of stamps for the U.S. Postal Service
including the Liberty Bell Forever stamp, various stamped cards in the Historical Preservation series,
and sixty stamps for the Flags of Our Nation series that began in 2008.

Oscar Micheaux
The 33rd stamp in the Black Heritage series, to be issued June 22, honors pioneering
filmmaker Oscar Micheaux, who wrote, directed, produced and distributed more than
40 movies during the first half of the 20th century. An ambitious, larger-than-life figure,
Micheaux thrived at a time when African-American filmmakers were rare, venues for
their work were scarce, and support from the industry did not exist. Micheaux’s
entrepreneurial spirit and independent vision continue to inspire new generations of
filmmakers and artists.
This stamp features a stylized portrait of Oscar Micheaux by Gary Kelley. The
artwork is based on one of the few surviving photographs of Micheaux, a portrait
that appeared in his 1913 novel The Conquest.
Although only 15 of his movies are known to have survived in whole or in part, Micheaux has become
a cinematic icon. In 1986, he was posthumously awarded a special Directors Guild of America award.
In 1995, the Producers Guild of America established the Oscar Micheaux Award to honor “an individual
or individuals whose achievements in film and television have been accomplished despite difficult
odds.”

Negro Leagues Baseball Stamp
The Negro Leagues Baseball stamps, to be issued
in June, pay tribute to the all-black professional
baseball leagues that operated from 1920 to about
1960. Drawing some of the most remarkable
athletes ever to play the sport, including Satchel
Paige and Josh Gibson, the Negro leagues
galvanized African-American communities across the country, challenged racist notions of athletic
superiority, and ultimately sparked the integration of American sports.
The Negro Leagues Baseball stamps pay tribute to the all-black professional baseball leagues that
operated from 1920 to about 1960. The two 44-cent stamps comprise one scene painted by Kadir
Nelson.
In 1920, Andrew “Rube” Foster (1879–1930)—who began his baseball career as a pitcher—established
the Negro National League, the first successful league of African-American teams. Nicknamed “Rube”
after defeating major-league pitcher George Edward “Rube” Waddell in 1902, Foster is considered the
“father” of Negro leagues baseball. He is featured on the stamp.

Sunday Funnies
The Sunday Funnies stamp pane honors
Archie, Beetle Bailey, Dennis the
Menace, Garfield and Calvin and Hobbes.
The stamps will go on sale in July.
Offering an idealized portrait of American
adolescence, Archie existed only in comic-book form before debuting in newspapers in 1946. A typical
small-town teenager with a knack for goofing things up, 17-year-old Archie Andrews is often torn
between haughty brunette Veronica Lodge and sweet, blonde Betty Cooper.
A military strip with universal appeal, Beetle Bailey first appeared in September 1950. Possibly the
laziest man in the army, Private Beetle Bailey is an expert at sleeping and avoiding work. His chronic
indolence antagonizes Sergeant Orville P. Snorkel, who is tough on his men but calls them “my boys.”
Dennis the Menace follows the antics of Dennis Mitchell, a good-hearted but mischievous little boy
who is perpetually “5-ana-half” years old. His curiosity tests the patience of his loving parents and
neighbors, guaranteeing that their lives are anything but dull. The comic debuted in March 1951 as a
single-panel gag.
Garfield first waddled onto the comics page in June 1978. Self-centered and cynical, the crabby tabby
hates Mondays and loves lasagna. He lives with Jon Arbuckle, a bumbling bachelor with a fatally
flawed fashion sense, and Odie, a dopey but devoted dog.
Calvin and Hobbes explores the fantasy life of 6-year-old Calvin and his tiger pal, Hobbes. The
inseparable friends ponder the mysteries of the world and test the fortitude of Calvin’s parents, who
never know where their son’s imagination will take him. The strip ran from November 1985 to
December 1995.

Scouting
With this stamp, the U.S. Postal Service celebrates the adventure and spirit of scouting.
The Scouting stamp will go on sale July 27 at the Boy Scout’s Jamboree at Fort A.P.
Hill, VA. To create this original design, illustrator Craig Frazier depicted the images of
two different scouts in clothing and accessories that are often part of the outdoor
scouting experience—hats, packs, boots, and binoculars. At first glance, one sees the
large silhouette of a scout peering through binoculars. Within this figure is another
scout perched atop a mountain taking in the vista. “I wanted a level of discovery to be
portrayed in the stamp itself,” Frazier recalls.

Winslow Homer
The ninth issuance in the American Treasures series features Boys in a
Pasture, an 1874 painting by Winslow Homer. The painting is part of the
Hayden Collection at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. This stamp will go
on sale Aug. 12. Winslow Homer (1836-1910) is considered one of the
greatest American painters of the 19th century. According to the Museum
of Fine Arts, the boys in this painting—companionable, idle, at peace—may
be seen as emblems of America's nostalgia for a simpler, more innocent
time as well as of its hope for the future. Their faces are averted, a device Homer often used to make
his figures less individual and, therefore, more universal.

Julia de Burgos
With this 26th stamp in the Literary Arts series, the U.S Postal Service
honors Julia de Burgos, one of Puerto Rico’s most celebrated poets. The
stamp goes on sale in September. A revolutionary writer, thinker, and
activist, de Burgos wrote more than 200 poems that probe issues of love,
feminism, and political and personal freedom. Her groundbreaking works
combine the intimate with the universal. They speak powerfully to women,
minorities, the poor, and the dispossessed, urging them to defy constricting
social conventions and find their own true selves. The stamp features a portrait of de Burgos created
by artist Jody Hewgill.

Hawaiian Rain Forest
Featuring a Hawaiian rain forest, the 2010
Nature of America issuance is the 12th stamp
pane in an educational series focusing on the
beauty and complexity of major plant and
animal communities in the United States. The
stamp will go on sale in August.

species are found nowhere else on Earth.

Located in the north-central Pacific Ocean, the
Hawaiian Islands are more than 2,000 miles
from any continental landmass, a fact that has
allowed many unique species to develop and
thrive here. According to some estimates, over
90 percent of Hawaii’s 20,000 native terrestrial

Artist John D. Dawson painted the scene and each of the previous ones in the Nature of America
series. Previous issuances in the Nature of America series were Sonoran Desert (1999), Pacific Coast
Rain Forest (2000), Great Plains Prairie (2001), Longleaf Pine Forest (2002), Arctic Tundra (2003),
Pacific Coral Reef (2004), Northeast Deciduous Forest (2005), Southern Florida Wetland (2006),
Alpine Tundra (2007), Great Lakes Dunes (2008), and Kelp Forest (2009).

Holiday Evergreens
Decorating with evergreens during the winter holiday season is a popular
and appealing tradition. The U.S. Postal Service joins in the winter
celebrations by issuing Evergreens, beautiful new stamps that feature
close-up views of the foliage and cones of four different conifers:
ponderosa pine, eastern red cedar, blue spruce, and balsam fir. The
stamps go on sale in October. The artist, the late Ned Seidler, was a gifted
painter of nature subjects. When painting flora, he frequently used cuttings
from his own yard.

Angel with Lute
This stamp features an angel playing a lute from a fresco painted by Melozzo da Forli
(1438-1494). The stamp goes on sale in October. This stamp features a detail of a
fragment of a circa-1480 fresco by Melozzo da Forli (1438-1494). Clad in red and
green, an angel with a halo strums a lute and glances downward. The original fresco
fragment, now in Room IV of the Vatican Pinacoteca (art museum), measures
approximately 37 inches by 46 inches. The fragment shown on the stamp and thirteen
other surviving fragments from the fresco are on display in Room IV of the Vatican
Pinacoteca (art gallery) in Rome.

###
The Postal Service receives no tax dollars for operating expenses, and relies on the sale of postage,
products and services to fund its operations.
For more information and low-resolution images on the stamps in the 2010 series, visit USPS Newsroom
at usps.com/news.
###
Please Note: For broadcast quality video and audio, photo stills and other media resources, visit the USPS Newsroom at
www.usps.com/news.
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